CASE STUDY

Lea din g Telecom Provider Logs
61% in Total Cost of Own ership
Savin gs with Starburst

Data Volume, Velocity, and Variety

The Semantic Layer Project

Over the past three years, this forward-thinking

The search for the best analytics engine took three years. The

telecommunications giant began to see an opportunity to

team examined various solutions and pinned a catchphrase

enhance their customer care experience with even better

to the task: The Semantic Layer Project. Initially, the team

data-driven insights. They were committed to utilizing their

considered using an open source solution, such as Trino,

structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data to drive

because they saw the powerful capabilities of Trino’s

improved customer intelligence, loyalty and predictive

MPP engine, which enabled them to serve their mammoth

analysis — and reduce costs.

organizational data growth, including support for up to tens of

Unfortunately, the customer care department was struggling
with the notorious 3Vs of big data — volume, velocity and
variety — that included i360 customer data, over 500,000

thousands of concurrent users with petabyte-sized data sets
at high query volume with low latency. Yet they also wanted
enterprise-level connectors and security.

daily inbound calls, aggregated sentiment scores, device and

The data architecture team considered other data virtualization

accessory related data, and more. Meanwhile, the state of

tools, but those solutions would have relied on an open source

the company’s data architecture wasn’t ideal. The team was

query engine, such as Trino, and/or an external query engine to

spending too much time copying customer care data from

query from object storage (data lake). Even with this approach,

multiple cloud and on-prem platforms — Snowflake, AWS S3,

the resulting data architecture would have been overly complex

Azure Synapse, MS SQL Server — into Teradata, where it was

(which was what they were trying to escape). It also would have

then analyzed.

created unnecessary data duplication, and it wouldn’t have

This single-source-of-truth approach increased operational
and performance overhead because the company was copying
and migrating data, rather than connecting to data wherever it
was. This delayed time-to-insight, which reduced their ability
to effectively leverage the customer care data. That, in turn,
negatively impacted their NPS scores and customer churn rate.

yielded the time-to-insight they desired.
The team began to realize they needed something different.

Leading Telecom Provider Logs 61% in Total Cost of Ownership Savings with Starburst

Starburst Enterprise
This progressive telecommunications organization sought a solution that would scale in performance and provide a low latency query
access layer across several data sources. For this reason and others, they selected Starburst Enterprise, a more feature-rich version of
open-source Trino that has already proven transformative to the organization.
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Faster Time-to-Insight

61% TCO Savings

According to the customer, Starburst Enterprise is more

This company recognized that they’d soon have to

than seven times faster than open source Trino due to the

budget over half a million dollars for a less than ideal

enterprise-level parallel connectors and database stats

circumstance — duplicating data from each of the sources

for the optimizer. Queries that once took two hours came

into Teradata. They knew the single-source-of-truth

down to nine minutes. These tremendous performance

approach wasn’t sustainable and it was worth figuring

gains translate into faster time to insight — which was one

out another approach and process. By implementing

of the company’s core goals from the outset.

Starburst Enterprise, this telecom giant reduced

Insights Without ETL
With 50+ enterprise connectors, the enterprise edition

enterprise data warehouse spend, ETL, and labor costs,
leading to total cost of ownership savings of 61%.

of its data sources — Teradata, S3, MS SQL, ADLS,

Improved Business Insights
and Reduced Churn

Snowflake — through a single abstraction layer without

Looking ahead, once the customer care team is fully

moving any data at all.

onboarded, this telecommunications influencer plans to

also enabled this telecom organization to connect to all

Enterprise-Grade Security

expand their Starburst-powered analytics engine across
their supply chain, finance and marketing departments

Another benefit of migrating from open-source Trino to

to help those business units optimize how they deliver

Starburst is ensuring secure access to data with strict

insights back to the business.

global access control. Starburst includes enterprise-only
features such as query auditing, data masking, and rolebased access control, which allows the team to control
user access by data source, table, and row.

Overall, with Starburst Enterprise, this innovative telecom provider
will now be able to transform data into actionable insights at
the speed of business. By processing data where it resides, the
company is saving time, eliminating the hassle of moving data,
and reducing TCO by 61%. The faster, more efficient Starburst
Enterprise technology is also going to give the company the
insights they need to meet their original goals of reducing
customer churn and improving their NPS scores.
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